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Rainfall 
Unfortunately, this month we experienced another extremely heavy rain event. At one stage 
we received 70mm of rain in just over two hours and the 2nd 4th and 5th holes all went under 
water again. Fortunately, the damage to these holes was not to severe, however, the mess 
normally takes several days to clean up.  

When we have heavy rain like this the cart paths generally wash out making them very 
uneven and untidy. Restoring these paths takes many hours. We need to wait for the areas to 
dry out before we can commence work on them.  

Increased Growth 

The rough over the past month has been growing drastically due to all the rain we have been 
experiencing. Our main rough mower has been broken down for several weeks and we are 
experiencing difficulties getting parts. We hope to have this mower fixed shortly. In the 
meantime, we will continue to mow the rough with our other rough mowers, although these 
mowers do not have the ability to mow steep slopes or wet areas.  

Fairways and surrounds have been sprayed with a growth regulator to reduce the frequency 
of mowing as well as creating a better playing surface. 

14th Water Catchment 

The storm water catchment area to the left of the 14th hole has some major damage. The 
catchment area is a large concrete basin that fills up and directs the water into an underground 
storm water pipe. The problem is that the water is going under the concrete and above the 
ground just in front of the 14th fairway. With the constant water flow there is a massive 
amount of erosion and movement of silt/sand.  

We have been able to direct the water back into the underground pipe in front of the 14th 
fairway. We have also added 2 drainage pits on top of the pipe to allow surface water to enter 
the drains but more so to give us access to flush the pipe when it fills with silt. I am confident 
that we have eliminated the water from running above the ground. The issue is that when we 
have heavy rain there will be movement of sand/silt, this ends up in the small dam on the 18th 
fairway, meaning this will need to be cleaned out more regularly. 
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18th Drainage  

We have completed some more drainage works behind the 18th green. Another lateral line has 
been added behind the green, connecting it into the existing line. We may add another lateral 
line closer to the green depending on how wet this area remains.  

The areas behind the 6th and 10th greens will be the next areas we drain as they are 
continuously wet.  

  

Bowling Greens 

The bottom bowling green has recovered well from renovations and will be back in play on 
Tuesday the 25th of January.  

The top bowling green renovations will commence on Monday the 24th of January. This will 
be a more aggressive renovation to what the bottom green received. The top green will be out 
of play until mid-March.  

Brad Foster  

Superintendent
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